SLICE OF HEAVEN
Finding nirvana on the Italian Riviera
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Howdy Angel, where did you hide your wings? Her love shines over my horizon; she’s a slice of heaven – Dave Dobbyn
NK
If I said ‘Italian Riviera’ to any of you, I imagine your minds would fill
with visions of white sand beaches, warm azure waters, ancient Roman towns, scantily-clad European goddesses, gelato, and ice-cold
Peronis. And while you’d be mostly spot on with your perception
of the Mediterranean lifestyle, I doubt mountain biking would have
figured prominently for many of you. It should.
Enter Finale Ligure. Look south from this beautiful Italian seaside
community and you’re spoiled with views over a tranquil Mediterranean, speckled with sailing yachts and fishing boats. Swing your gaze
north and you see the town is enclosed by steep, jagged limestone
mountains, hills that reach up to 1400 metres and are home to a
400-kilometre network of bike trails to rival anything you’ve ever seen.
We were a wanton crew of antipodean media sages that had travelled to Italy at the bequest of Shimano Australia. The main items
on our rigorous agenda for the week were to put the new XT Di2
through its paces in this rugged trail mecca, experience the final
round of the Enduro World Series (EWS), and soak up all that Italy
had to offer—a tough assignment on all fronts.
Finale isn’t exactly an undiscovered secret. It’s been on the bike
world’s radar for a while, especially as the host of the EWS finals
for the past three years. It’s also home to a plethora of bike shuttle
companies and is visited by thousands of European mountain
bikers each year, but for a motley crew from the other side of the
world, no amount of hype or hyperbole could have matched what
we were about to experience.
It didn’t take long for us to discover the opposite extremes of life
in Finale. Straight off the bus from the airport, we were treated to
a lunch of breads, local cheeses and exquisite pastries, followed
by a jandal-clad saunter down the beach boulevard to the piazza
for an espresso in the sun. Fast forward thirty minutes, and we

were sweating our way up the incline of an archaic Roman road
that led through olive groves and out onto the lower reaches of
Finale’s singletrack network.
It’s hard to describe the vistas and emotions of that first ride; we
spent a lot of it just laughing and pinching ourselves. The delirious
mix of jetlag, espresso and adrenaline had us all wondering, was this
place real or just some Pandora’s box of sleep-deprivation-induced
illusions? But then a long, steep descent, one that morphed from bike
trail to alleyway to road to seaside town, confirmed this place was
very much genuine, and perhaps we’d found our own nirvana.
Day one proper saw us utilise one of the local shuttle companies to
get straight into the action. Shuttling is part and parcel of riding in
Finale, as the trailheads for a lot of the best riding are at about 1000
metres. While these are accessible via a steady-gradient 90-minute
road climb, to get maximum return for time spent, most tourists—like
us—choose at least a couple of days of shuttling, and there were few
complaints from our team when the plan was announced.
The hub for the day’s riding was an old NATO base atop a hill overlooking Finale. Its crumbling infrastructure is covered with garish
graffiti and is surrounded by huge wind turbines whose blades
whir ominously overhead. There was something ironic about these
modern edifices of science set amongst the ruins of a war base,
and they added to the spooky feel.
Our guide Peter ducked us into our first trail, and I instantly realised
I wasn’t in Kansas anymore. The riding was committing to say the
least. There were no warm-up runs or buff bike park trails; it was raw,
rugged Euro-style riding straight out of the gate. The tracks, while
all hand-cut, tend to evolve organically rather than receive constant
maintenance or manicuring, and they certainly don’t cater for the
intermediate rider, nor do they have warning signs.

“I instantly realised I wasn’t in Kansas anymore. The riding was
committing to say the least. There were no warm-up runs or buff
bike park trails; it was raw, rugged Euro-style riding.”

“The terms ‘rideable’ and ‘trail’
were stretched here, but we began
to find our rhythm on the
human-head sized rocks that
seemed to pave most of the track.”
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Riding rowdy trails blind in the midst of a pack of over-excited, heavily-caffeinated pinners always presents dangers, and just before lunch my
still-bewildered mind bit off more than my body could handle; I parted ways
with my bike at speed into a pile of rocks. The resulting collision taught me
a lesson about over-exuberance and bravado on unfamiliar terrain, and left
me colourfully sore for the rest of the week. However, after a rest, some
ibuprofen, a bowl of pasta in a hillside eatery and a large beer, I felt I had to
get back on my bike. Nothing was going to stop me from riding in nirvana.
In a strange, soothing transitional quirk, all the trails that return to Finale
seem to finish with a few kilometres of winding road, giving you a chance
to relax and to savour memories of the riding that came before while taking
in views of hilltop castles and pastel-coloured villas, and to pinch yourself
once more. After rolling through the old walled city and into the town square
where each day’s ride would end, we would park our bikes and settle in for
a beer and suddenly, without realising it, seamlessly revert back to life in
Finale’s alter ego, the perfect Mediterranean holiday town.
The next forty-eight hours were a blur of riding, swimming, sailing trips,
feasting on local cuisine and enjoying the company of a bunch of like-minded bike-obsessed guys, all of whom had the same stupid look on their faces
that said, ‘Slap me, is this actually happening?’ Most of our dinner conversations inevitably turned to daydream chat centred around how we could convince wives, partners and kids to move here for a couple of months a year.
The Finale vibe was fuelling our delusions, and it was only to get worse.
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Our ride window was coming to an end, so we decided to use our last
shuttle to attempt to summit Monte Carmo di Loano, which, at 1389 metres,
is one of the highest peaks in the area. From the top, there was rumoured to
be a rideable walking track back to sea level. The shuttle managed to get us
to around 1000 metres, and from there we rode for an hour through idyllic
forest, working our way up until it got unrideable and finishing with a final
hike-a-bike to the top.
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We lunched beside a group of local walkers, then started our mammoth
descent. The terms ‘rideable’ and ‘trail’ were stretched here, but we began
to find our rhythm on the human-head sized rocks that seemed to pave
most of the track. The sparkling ocean and terracotta roofs far below acted
like a beacon and helped us concentrate on the task. Consummate media
types that we were, we made a lot of stops for photos, which also helped us
re-focus for the next section of highly technical descending.
The downhill felt never-ending as we passed hillside churches, orchards
and unwary trampers, rolling through an ever-changing landscape with two
constants: the ocean in the distance and the filling-rattling rocks under our
wheels. Eventually, we started to see buildings at every turn, and we found
ourselves again flowing through twisting roads down towards the sea, then
onto a 10-kilometre road ride back to our favourite spot in the town square.
As we washed down the excitement of the day, it became apparent the
raw riding and remote setting of Monte Carmo had made it, for most of
us, the highlight of the trip. It had also opened our minds to the possibility
of other mammoth adventure rides in the area, and the allure of Finale
sucked us in even more.

“Having been in Finale all week, we’d witnessed its slow
metamorphosis from sleepy borough into full-blown race town;
the bike industry circus had arrived.”
Having been in Finale all week, we’d witnessed its slow metamorphosis from sleepy borough into full-blown race town; the bike industry
circus had arrived. The empty town square had been transformed into a bustling trade fair of display tents and banners and the palm-lined
boulevard was now a pit lane, with team vans and marquees as far as the eye could see. It was like a carnival.
Enduro is big business in Europe, and the season-ending event brings out the best of the best. With virtually all other racing finished for the
year, Finale attracts a wide variety of riders, many of whom want to come try enduro and let their hair down after a long, hard season.
Our last two days in Italy would focus on the race. I’ve been to a fair few enduro events before, even an EWS in Rotorua, but nothing had
quite prepared me for the scale of this beast; everything was at another level.
One of the things that impressed me right away was the level of fitness of the riders. The event roll-out point was the town square, meaning
each morning the competitors’ day started with that 1000 metres of climbing as they liaised to the start of the first stage—this in the heat of
the Italian sun in full race gear, with helmets to be worn at all times.
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Upon reaching the top of the first stage, a seven-minute monster of dust, rocks and arm pump awaited them. Sitting trackside watching
such a brutal stage up close gave me a real insight into what it takes to race enduro at the highest level. Although most competitors would
have only had a couple of practice runs, the speeds the elite riders were going was incredible; they were pretty much running at downhill
race speed on trail bikes for the full punishing seven minutes. This was followed up by two more intense five-minute stages, each with their
own liaisons. And that was just day one.
The second day of racing was just as full-on, starting with the usual 90-minute road climb to the NATO base. From there, after three long,
tough stages, the riders finally arrived at the top of Stage Seven, the final one for the year. It’s also Finale’s most iconic stage, held on an old
DH track that winds its way to the sea, the last kilometre or so thickly lined with thousands of screaming fans. The atmosphere was electric,
and for about two hours the locals cheered on every rider as they negotiated the heinously steep trail.
That evening when we arrived again at the square, the place was in full party mode, with riders, event staff and their entourages celebrating
another incredible year of enduro racing. It was a bittersweet celebration for us, as we knew next morning we’d be leaving paradise and
returning to the humdrum of normality.
Chatting at the airport, we realised Finale had rejuvenated us all in many ways. The Riviera town had given us a European vacation and a
cultural experience that would be hard for any travel agent’s brochure to match. The organic trail network had tested our riding skills and
re-kindled our passion for raw, technical riding, one that can be dimmed by overexposure to bike parks and hundreds of kilometres of machine-built flow trails. Seldom do you visit a riding area with such a vast range of advanced riding, and it reset a lot of our ideas about what
makes a great bike destination.
For all of us lucky enough to visit Finale, we’ll hold it close as our own slice of heaven.
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